
NO. Nova Code NO. Nova Code
1 NV32L-401 34 NV32L-434
2 NV32L-402 35 NV32L-435
3 NV32L-403 36 NV32L-436
4 NV32L-404 37 NV32L-437
5 NV32L-405 38 NV32L-438
6 NV32L-406 39 NV32L-439
7 NV32L-407 40 NV32L-440
8 NV32L-408 41 NV32L-441
9 NV32L-409 42 NV32L-442

10 NV32L-410 43 NV32L-443
11 NV32L-411 44 NV32L-444
12 NV32L-412 45 NV32L-445
13 NV32L-413 46 NV32L-4101
14 NV32L-414 47 NV32L-4102
15 NV32L-415 48 NV32L-4103
16 NV32L-416 49 NV32L-4104
17 NV32L-417 50 NV32L-4105
18 NV32L-418 51 NV32L-4106
19 NV32L-419 52 NV32L-4107
20 NV32L-420 53 NV32L-4108
21 NV32L-421 54 NV32L-4109
22 NV32L-422 55 NV32L-4110
23 NV32L-423 56 NV32L-4111
24 NV32L-424 57 NV32L-4112
25 NV32L-425 58 NV32L-4113
26 NV32L-426 59 NV32L-4114
27 NV32L-427 60 NV32L-4115
28 NV32L-428 61 NV32L-4116
29 NV32L-429 62 NV32L-4117
30 NV32L-430 63 NV32L-4118
31 NV32L-431 64 NV32L-4119
32 NV32L-432 65 NV32L-4120
33 NV32L-433

NOVA Passenger Elevator Ceiling List
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NV32L-401 
Stainless steel mirror hollow plate plus 
white translucent plate plus aluminum 

alloy frame 

 

NV32L-402 
Stainless steel Titanium mirror hollow 

plate plus white translucent plate plus 

aluminum alloy frame 

 

NV32L-403 
Stainless steel mirror hollow plate plus 
white translucent plate plus aluminum 

alloy frame 

 

NV32L-404 
Stainless steel mirror hollow plate plus 

white translucent plate plus aluminum 

alloy frame 

 

NV32L-405 
Stainless steel mirror hollow plate plus 
white translucent plate plus aluminum 

alloy frame 
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NV32L-406 
Stainless steel mirror hollow plate plus 

white translucent plate plus aluminum 

alloy frame 

 

NV32L-407 
Stainless steel mirror hollow plate plus 
white translucent plate plus aluminum 

alloy frame 

 

NV32L-408 
Stainless steel mirror hollow plate plus 

white translucent plate plus aluminum 

alloy frame 

 

NV32L-409 
Soft lighting design of multi-layer 
reflective plate complemented by golden 

lamp post 

 

NV32L-410 
Soft lighting design of multi-layer 

reflective process plate and stainless 
steel mirror hollow plate complemented 

by hollow translucent lamp post 
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NV32L-411 
Stainless steel mirror hollow plate and 
white translucent plate plus aluminum 

alloy frame 

 

NV32L-412 
Soft lighting design of arch steel plate 

baked finished reflective plate 

complemented by lamp post plus mirror 
stainless steel plate 

 

NV32L-413 
Mirror stainless steel plate 

complemented by rectangular hollow 

translucent lamp post, soft lighting 
design of arch white translucent plate in 

the middle 

 

NV32L-414 
Mirror stainless steel plate 

complemented by golden lamp post, soft 
lighting design of arch white translucent 

plate in the middle 

 

NV32L-415 
Soft lighting design of multi-layer 
reflective process plate complemented 

by golden lamp post 
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NV32L-416
 

Multi-layer reflective process plate 

complemented by soft lighting design of 

kidney translucent hole plus organic 
lamp post, soft beam and strong solid 

sense of hierarchy
 

 

NV32L-417 
Reflective arch ceiling in the middle plus 

soft lighting design of stainless steel 

plate complemented by lamp post on 
both sides 

 

NV32L-418 
Multi-layer reflective process plate in the 
middle plus stainless steel plate 

complemented by lamp post on both 

sides 

 

NV321L-419 
Reflective arch ceiling in the middle plus 
soft lighting design of stainless steel 

plate complemented by lamp post on 

both sides 

 

NV32L-420 
Reflective arch ceiling in the middle plus 

soft lighting design of stainless steel 
plate complemented by lamp post on 

both sides 
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NV32L-421 
Soft lighting design of white translucent 
plate in the middle and wooden model 

process plate plus lamp post all around 

 

NV32L-422 
Soft lighting design of triangle arch 

ceiling of wooden lattice plus white 

translucent plate complemented by 
stainless steel plate plus lamp post 

 

NV32L-423 
Multi-layer reflective process plate in the 

middle plus stainless steel plate 

complemented by lamp post on both 
sides 

 

NV32L-424 
Soft lighting design of wide arch white 

translucent plate 

 

NV32L-425 
Soft lighting design of cylindrical hollow 

translucent lamp post plus arch white 
translucent plate  
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NV32L-426 
Double arch white translucent plate plus 
soft lighting design of hollow rhombic 

translucent lamp post in the middle 

 

NV321L-427 
Reflective arch ceiling in the middle plus 

soft lighting design of stainless steel 

plate complemented by lamp post on 
both sides 

 

NV32L-428 
Reflective arch ceiling in the middle plus 
soft lighting design of stainless steel 

plate complemented by lamp post on 

both sides 

 

NV32L-429 
Reflective arch ceiling in the middle plus 

soft lighting design of stainless steel 

plate complemented by lamp post on 
both sides 

 

NV32L-430 
Soft lighting design of rhombic hollow 

translucent lamp post plus arch white 
translucent plate 
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NV32L-431 
Reflective arch ceiling in the middle, soft 

lighting design of stainless steel plate 
complemented by lamp post on both sides 

 

NV32L-432 
Reflective arch ceiling in the middle, soft 

lighting design of stainless steel plate 

complemented by lamp post on both 
sides 

 

NV32L-433 
Reflective arch ceiling in the middle, soft 

lighting design of stainless steel plate 
complemented by lamp post on both 

sides 

 

NV32L-434 
Soft lighting design of wide reflective 

arch ceiling 

 

NV32L-435 
Soft lighting design of wide reflective 
arch ceiling 
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NV32L-436 
Soft lighting design of reflective flat 
ceiling plus hollow rhombic translucent 

lamp post in the middle   

 

NV32L-437 
Stainless steel mirror hollow plate plus 

white translucent plate complemented 
by soft lighting design of hollow rhombic 

translucent lamp post on both sides 

 

NV32L-438

 

Soft lighting design of reflective flat 

ceiling and lamp post in the middle

 

 

NV32L-439

 

Mirror stainless steel hollow frame plus  

Acrylic arch plate plus lighting decoration

 

NV32L-440
Soft lighting design of double arch white 

organic translucent plate plus lamp post 

in the middle
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NV32L-441

 

Soft lighting design of wide reflective 
arch ceiling

 

 

NV32L-442

 

Soft lighting design of wide reflective 

arch ceiling

 

 

NV32L-443

 

Soft lighting design of wide reflective 

arch ceiling

 

NV32L-444
Soft lighting design of wide reflective 

arch ceiling

NV32L-445
Soft lighting design of wide reflective 
arch ceiling
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NV32L-4103

 

Soft lighting design of vertical 

rectangular reflective main lighting plate 

and lamp post

 

 

NV32L-4104

 

Mirror stainless steel two-layer frame 

complemented by milky white 

translucent plate

 

 

NV32L-4105

 

Geometrical pattern

 

in the middle and 
organic glass and lamp post on both 

sides, make the ceiling modern

 

 

 

 

NV32L-4102
Reflective flat ceiling in the middle, soft 

lighting design of stainless steel plate 
complemented by lamp post

NV32L-4101
Mirror stainless steel frame plus Acrylic 
lighting decoration, multi-layer 

overlapping reflective plate in the middle
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NV32L-4107

 

Steel plate painted, hollow plus milky 

white translucent plate plus lamp post 

lighting

 

 

NV32L-4108

 

Soft lighting design of translucent 

organic lamp post in the middle plus 

kidney translucent hole 

 

 

NV32L-4109

 

U type hairline plate in the middle plus 
lamp post, soft lighting design of mirror 

hollow plate on both sides

 

 

NV32L-4110

 

Soft lighting design of wide reflective 

arch ceiling

 

NV32L-4106
Stainless steel frame plus soft lighting 

design of organic lamp post
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NV32L-4111
 

Soft lighting design of multi-layer 

reflective plate complemented by 

rectangular hollow translucent lamp post
 

 

NV32L-4112

 
Stainless steel frame plus hollow plate in 

the middle plus white translucent plate 

plus organic lamp post

 

 

NV32L-4113

 

Stainless steel frame complemented by 

lamp post lighting

 

 

NV32L-4114

 

Mirror stainless steel hollow plate plus 

marble translucent plate plus Acrylic 
translucent plate

 

NV32L-4115
Geometrical pattern in the middle and 

organic lamp post on both sides, make 
the ceiling modern(Only used for 

hospital lift)
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NV32L-4116

 

Stainless steel punched plate in the 

middle, soft lighting design of stainless 
steel plate plus organic strip(only used 

for hospital lift)

 

 

NV32L-4117

 

Stainless steel punched plate 

complemented by milky white 
translucent plate in the middle, soft 

lighting design of stainless steel plate 

plus organic strip

 

 

NV32L-4118

 

Painted plate in the middle, soft lighting 
design of stainless steel plate 

complemented by rectangular organic 
lamp post on both sides

 

NV32L-4119
Mirror stainless steel frame plus lamp 
post

NV32L-4120
Stainless steel frame plus soft lighting 
design of organic long strip
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